
Our best-selling range of  rotating and vibrating, prostate and perineum 
massagers. 

Each Revo in the range delivers a through massage to the prostate with its 
bi-rotational shaft while the vibrating base delivers vibrating stimulation to 
the perineum. In all the user can enjoy up to 34 combinations of  pleasure!  

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.5 x 4.7inches (140mm x120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.7 inches (95mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: RE2001U Revo 2 Black | SKU: RE2002U Revo 2 Blue | CASE COUNT: 24

6 stimulation modes

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

For male use



Nexus is known internationally for producing functional, quality adult toys 
made from luxurious materials which guarantee optimum results time and 
time again. Founded in 2005 upon the realisation that the sex toy market 
lacked quality, design-led products for men, Nexus was the first luxury 
adult brand to recognise and fulfil this demand.

The heart of  Nexus is based in London along the banks of  the River 
Thames, in the shadow of  the iconic Tower Bridge. Working alongside a 
dedicated team of  designers and engineers, the Nexus team is a diverse 
group of  professionals who each bring a wealth of  experience, creativity 
and forward thinking to the mix.

Welcome to Nexus, your pleasure is our passion.

ABOUT ...



The Nexus Revo is the next level of  male pleasure technology. Created 
to deliver targeted stimulation to the prostate and perineum and push 
you to new orgasmic heights.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.5 x 4.7inches (140mm x120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.7 inches (95mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: RE2001U Revo 2 Black | Case count: 24
SKU: RE2002U Revo 2 Blue | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOURS

The Nexus Revo Slim is a rotating prostate and perineum massager. 
Perfect for beginners to prostate massage or those wanting 
something a little smaller. Using the same technology as the rest of  
the world famous Revo range, Revo Slim will deliver intense, targeted 
stimulation of  the prostate and perineum.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5 x 4.3 inches (127mm x110mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.7 inches (95mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.1 inches (28mm) at widest point

SKU: REVOSLIM Slim Black | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

AVAILABLE COLOUR



The Nexus Revo Stealth is the next level of  remote male pleasure. 
Created to give intense, targeted stimulation of  the prostate and push 
you to new orgasmic height, share the pleasure with remote control 
functionality.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.5 x 4.7inches (140mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.7 inches (95mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: REVOSU Stealth Black | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

AVAILABLE COLOUR

The Nexus Revo Intense delivers precise stimulation for those who 
want a more intense ride. Designed to lock in to the masculine form 
and directly stimulate the prostate and perineum simultaneously. 

This Revo is the most intense yet!

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.3 x 5.1 inches (136mm x 131mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.3 inches (85mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: REVOINSU Intense Black | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR



The Nexus Revo Extreme has been designed for those with the need 
for ultimate fulfilment. The girthy rotating shaft massages the prostate 
whilst the perineum is massaged simultaneously by the vibrating 
noduled base. 

This Revo is the most extreme and not for the faint of  heart!

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.5 x 4.7inches (140mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.7 inches (95mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: REVOEX | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

AVAILABLE COLOUR

EMBRACE
Nexus Revo Embrace has been designed to deliver ultimate 
satisfaction. Enjoy a thorough prostate massage from the rotating 
shaft as the perineum massager vibrates simultaneously. 

The super stretchy cock double cock ring will keep you harder and 
going for longer to give optimum results whether using alone or with 
a partner. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
4.7 x 7.9 inches (120mm x 200mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: REVOEM | Case count: 24

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

AVAILABLE COLOUR

 

6 vibrating functions for 
perineum stimulation



Targeted prostate stimulation: the two speed, bi-rotational shaft 
is powered by a high torque drive motor for a thorough prostate 
massage.  

Dual sensations: Working in conjunction with the rotating shaft the 
perineum stimulator uses air suction technology to deliver intense 
sensations. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.4 x 5.1 inches (138 x 130mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER (widest point)
1.3 inches (34mm)
SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.3 inches (85mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: REVOAIR  Black | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes

2 shaft rotation speeds

Bi rotational shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

AIR

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

Twist for 4 ways to play! Nexus Revo Twist is an interchangeable 
rotating and vibrating sex toy that can be used 4 different ways. 
On one end is a 6 speed vibrating butt plug and on the other 
is a 2 speed rotating shaft. Insert either way for simultaneous 
anal and perineum stimulation. Twist, and enjoy just one at 
a time with an extended handle, perfect for partner play. 
Comes with remote control functionality. Toy is splashproof  and 
rechargeable. Remote control is Waterproof/submersible and 
rechargeable.

PLUG SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.4 inches  (86.86mm)

PLUG SHAFT DIAMTER AT WIDEST POINT 
1.58 inches (40mm)

ROTATING SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH 
3.85 inches (98mm)

ROTATING SHAFT DIAMETER at widest point
1.34 inches (34mm)

AVAILABLE COLOUR

SKU: REVOTW Twist | Case count: 24 

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft

34 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

6 vibrating functions



Two strong rumbly motors, one in the shaft and one in the base for 
dual prostate and perineum stimulation. Comes with remote control 
technology up to 8 meters. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH:
5.5 x 4.7 Inches (140mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH:
3.9 Inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER:
1.3 Inches (35mm) at widest point

SKU: RIDE | Case count: 24

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

AVAILABLE COLOUR

6 vibrating functions

48 combinations of  pleasure

Ergonomically contoured shaft

Nexus Beat uses rhythmic ‘thumper’ technology to stimulate your 
prostate unlike ever before. Enjoy the satisfying sensations combined 
with a multi -function perineum massager for dual stimulation. Beat 
takes prostate play to a whole new level. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.2 x 4.2 inches (133mm x 108mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
4 inches (102mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.6 inches (40mm) at widest point

SKU: BE001 | Case count: 24

6 thumper functions

6 vibrating functions

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

AVAILABLE COLOUR

48 combinations of  pleasure



B-Stroker is a unisex toy that can be used anally or vaginally. The unique 
stroker beads in the shaft will emulate penetration as they move up 
and down at the speed of  your choice. 6 vibrating functions resonate 
through the beaded base for dual stimulation to the perineum. The 
slimline remote control allows you to control the toy from afar so great 
to use with or without a partner.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.1 x 4.7 inches (130mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
4.3 inches (110mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.5 inches (40mm) at widest point

SKU: BS001 G-Stroker Black | CASE COUNT: 36

3 stroking speeds 

6 vibration patterns 

Stroking shaft beads Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

B
G-Stroker is a truly unique and versatile toy that can be used anally or 
vaginally. The base of  the shaft hides tiny stroking beads that dance 
up and down for unparalleled pleasure whilst the buzzy vibrations in 
the base simultaneously tantalise. Whatever your pleasure, G-Stroker 
has it covered. The G-Stroker comes with a slim line remote control 
and a convenient USB magnetic charger.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.1 x 4.7 inches (130mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
4.3 inches (110mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.5 inches (40mm) at widest point

SKU: GS001U G-Stroker Black | CASE COUNT: 36

3 stroking speeds 

6 vibration patterns 

Stroking shaft beads Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR



Nexus Boost has an inflatable tip allowing the user to customise 
the pressure of  their prostate play. Two powerful motors offer
6 stimulation settings of  vibration to the prostate and perineum. Control 
on the toy or through the remote control. Toy is USB rechargeable and 
splashproof. 

Remote control is USB rechargeable and waterproof  

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5 x 4.25 inches (128mm x 108mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.86 inches (98mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER (widest point)
1.46 inches (37mm)

TIP INFLATES UPTO
1.8 inches (46.5mm)

SKU: BOOS1 | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Splashproof  Toy

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

AVAILABLE COLOUR

BOOST
Nexus Bolster has an inflatable tip allowing the user to customise the 
pressure of  their prostate play. Its powerful motor offers 6 stimulation 
settings of  vibration to the prostate. Control on the toy or through the 
remote control. 

Remote control is USB rechargeable and waterproof  

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
4.84 x 3.39 inches (123 x 86mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (99mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.57 inches (40mm)
at widest point

TIP INFLATES UPTO
1.8 inches (46.5mm)

SKU: BOLS1 | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Splashproof  Toy

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control

AVAILABLE COLOUR



Simul8 gives 4 points of  pleasure. The shaft is shaped to stimulate 
the prostate as the base stimulates the perineum. Simultaneously 
the cock ring keeps you harder whilst the ball ring keeps you going 
for longer. This toy ensures  both the wearer and their partner get 
ultimate satisfaction. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
4.7 x 7.87 inches (120mm x 200mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.86 inches (98mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: SIM8 Prostate Edition Black | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes

6 shaft vibration modes

48 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

DUAL PROSTATE AND PERINEUM COCK AND BALL TOY

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Nexus Simul8 will deliver maximum satisfaction to both you and 
your partner. The super stretchy cock and balls rings will keep you 
harder for longer whilst the ergonomically shaped vibrating shaft will 
stimulate your prostate as you thrust. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
4.7 x 7.87 inches (120mm x 200mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.86 inches (98mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: SIM8PL Plug Edition Black | Case count: 24

6 stimulation modes

6 shaft vibration modes

48 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

DUAL ANAL AND PERINEUM COCK AND BALL TOY

AVAILABLE COLOUR



 

Stroker edition
DUAL PROSTATE AND PERINEUM COCK AND BALL TOY

Simul8 delivers 4 points of  pleasure. The shaft houses stroker 
technology in the tip to stimuate the prostate as the vibrating base 
stimulates the perineum. Simultaneously the cock ring keeps you 
harder whilst the ball ring keeps you going for longer. This toy ensures 
that both the wearer and their partner receives ultimate satisfaction.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5 x 5 x 7.87  Inches 
(127mm x 146mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
4.1 Inches (104mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 Inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: SIM8ST Stroker Edition Black | Case count: 24

5 Speed stroker settings

6 Perineum stimulation modes

41 combinations of  pleasure

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

5

6))))

41

SKU: SPA001 Sparta Black | CASE COUNT: 48

5 stimulation modes

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Sparta from Nexus is a luxury prostate massager that uses unique 
stroker technology to stimulate the prostate. Choose from five stroker 
stimulation settings to find the one perfect for you. Sparta is made 
from silky soft silicone, is waterproof  and rechargeable using a 
convenient USB magnetic charger.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.9 x 0.4 inches (150mm x 10mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
4.3 inches (110mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm)

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR



SKU: ACE002 Ace L Black CASE COUNT: 36

6 stimulation modes

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Ace is a luxury butt plug for those that want more from their pleasure 
products. Made from silky soft silicone, Ace is shaped for comfort with 
ridges on the shaft for extra stimulation. Six functions of  vibration, 
pulsation and escalation can be controlled easily using the slim line 
remote control by the user or a partner. Comes with a convenient USB 
magnetic charger.

ACE

LARGE
HEIGHT X BASE (W)
5.5 x 2.9 inches 
(140mm x 74mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE  (L)
5.1 inches (130mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.9 inches (50mm)

MEDIUM
HEIGHT X BASE (W)
4.7 x 2.7 inches 
(120mm x 70mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE (L)
4.3 inches (110mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.5 inches (40mm)

SMALL
HEIGHT X BASE (W)
3.9 x 2 inches 
(100mm x 52mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE  (L)
3.4 inches (90mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.1 inches (30mm)

Waterproof  / submersible

SKU: ACE001 Ace M Black | CASE COUNT: 48
SKU: ACE003 Ace S Black | CASE COUNT: 60

AVAILABLE COLOUR

SKU: TOR001 Tornado | CASE COUNT: 24

Waterproof  / submersible

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Take your anal play to the next level! Nexus Tornado has 6 stimulation 
modes of  vibration, pulsation and escalation, plus 3 rotation speeds 
for a really satisfying experience.

Tornado is rechargeable and waterproof  as is the remote control it 
comes with. The range is 8 metres meaning it’s great to use with a 
partner. Tornado is small in size meaning it won’t intimadate.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
3.8 x 1.7 inches (98mm x 44mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3 inches (77.5mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER 
1.3 inches (33.5mm) at widest point

AVAILABLE COLOUR

6 shaft vibration modes

3 rotation modes modes

Phthalate free



Truly versatile! This toy has a dual density, rippled, bendable, vibrating 
shaft. Can be used vaginally or anally, internally or externally. The 
handle makes control easy whether using alone or with a partner. 6 
vibration settings to choose from. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X WIDTH
11.5 x 1.97 Inches (292mm x 50mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
7.5 Inches (192mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.42 Inches (36mm) at widest point 

SKU: BEN001 Bendz | CASE COUNT: 20

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

6 Vibration modes. 

Nexus Quattro pleasure balls will add a new dimension to playtime. 

These vibrating balls with remote control can be used internally and 
externally to stimulate all your erogenous zones. 

Wrap them, pull them, pop them!

TOTAL HEIGHT x WIDTH
14 x 1.5 inches (355mm x 40mm)

INSERTABLE LENGTH
9.8 inches (250mm)

BALLS DIAMETER
1.5 inches (40mm) at widest point

SKU: QU001 | Case count: 18

7 vibration modes

3 motors

Loop handle for 
easy control

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Rechargeable & waterproof
remote control



6 vibration modes

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Duo Plugs are shaped for oprimum comfort and satisfaction. They’re 
made from firm yet flexible silicone and have 6 stimulation modes of  
vibration, pulsation and escalation.

Both the toy and remote control is rechargeable and waterproof. The 
range is 8 metres meaning it’s great to use with a partner.

TOTAL HEIGHT X WIDTH
3.9 x 2.6 inches (98mm x 67mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.2 inches (78mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER 
1.3 inches (33.5mm) at widest point

Waterproof  / submersible

SKU: DP001 Duo Plug | CASE COUNT: 60

AVAILABLE COLOUR

SKU: MX2001U Max20 Black | CASE COUNT: 25

20 stimulation modes

Waterproof  / submersible

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Max 20 is a truly versatile toy. Use the toy alone for a non- vibrating 
experience. Use with the bullet to enjoy 20 vibrating modes; control 
by the bullet or with the remote control.  The remote control is great 
for solo or partner play and can be used up to 10 metres away. Use 
the bullet on its own, control from the bullet or with the remote control. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.5 x 4.44 inches (140mm x 110mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.57 inches (40mm) at widest point

MAX20

AVAILABLE COLOUR



 

This thrusting probe is sure to satisfy with its strong motor and 
3 speeds. The shaft is shaped perfectly for G or P spot play and 
the handle makes control for use with a partner or alone easy. Its 
rechargeable and waterproof/submersible making Thrust a top quality 
product. 

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
4 Inches (102mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.5 Inches (39mm)

SKU: TH001 Thrust Probe Edition Black | Case count: 24

3 thrusting speeds

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Sceptre is a rotating prostate massager that puts prostate play right 
in the palm of  your hand. Its contoured shaft has been designed to fit 
the curves of  the body and deliver a thorough massage. The shaft of  
Sceptre rotates in both directions and has two speeds so you can find 
the perfect combination for the user or a partner and the long curved 
handle enables easy of  control.

TOTAL HEIGHT 
4.4 inches (112mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.8 inches (98mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm)

SKU: SCE001 Sceptre Black | CASE COUNT: 24

2 shaft rotation speeds

2 direction rotating shaft Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR



This luxury bullet is made from smooth and durable stainless steel 
which feels amazing on all erogenous zones. It’s waterproof  so you 
can run it under hot or cold water to engage in temperature play or 
take to the bath or shower. There are 6 vibrating functions to choose 
from and it’s USB rechargable so no batteries. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
2.9 x 0.6 inches (73.6mm x 15.24mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
2.5 inches (63.5mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
0.6 inches (15.24mm) at widest point

SKU: FER001 | Case count: 100

6 vibration modes

Phthalate free

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Stainless steelSs

Cestos is a luxury butt plug for those that want more from their 
pleasure products. Made from Aluminium, it’s shaped for comfort with 
ridges on the shaft for extra stimulation. Six functions of  vibration, 
pulsation and escalation can be controlled easily using the slim line 
remote control by the user or a partner. Comes with a convenient USB 
magnetic charger.    

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
4.7 x 2.7 inches (120mm x 70mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
4.3 inches (110mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.5 inches (40mm)

SKU: CES001 | Case count: 48

6 vibration modes

Phthalate free

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Aluminium



Fortis is expertly sculpted from aluminium with the added power of  
vibration.  It feels smooth to the touch and can harness the power of  
heat or ice for temperature play.  It’s contoured perfectly for G spot or 
P spot play and has a handle for ease of  control.   

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.1 x 4.7 inches (130mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (33mm) at widest point

SKU: FOR001 | Case count: 32

6 vibration modes

Phthalate free

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Aluminium

G-Rider [+] is a unisex toy shaped to reach the G-Spot and P-Spot with 
ease whilst simultaneously stimulating the perineum and/or clitoris. 
The luxurious silicone sleeve is non-porous and hypo-allergenic and 
feels amazing against the skin. The 6 speed motor is powerful and can 
be removed for cleaning or to use the sleeve as a non-vibrating finger 
toy. Enjoy a choice of, slow, medium, high, slow pulse, high pulse and 
escalating vibrations. G-Rider [+] is waterproof  so you can take play to 
the bath or shower. Rechargeable so no need for 
batteries. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.1 x 4.3 inches (130mm x 110mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.5 inches (50mm)

SKU: PGR003 G-Rider[+] Red CASE COUNT: 20 

G-RIDER[+]

6 stimulation modes

100% body safe silicone

Phthalate free

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

SKU: PGR001 G-Rider[+] Black CASE COUNT: 20

AVAILABLE COLOURS

SKU: PRR002 G-Rider[+] Purple CASE COUNT: 20



Ridge Rider [+] is a unisex sex toy, shaped to fit the male or female form. 
With Ridge Rider [+] the user can enjoy vaginal or anal stimulation 
with simultaneous perineum and or clitoral stimulation. Ridge Rider 
[+] is made from luxury silicone and has ridges around the shaft and 
small nodules on the base for tantalising sensations. Choose from 
6 vibration settings, slow, medium, fast, slow pulse, fast pulse and 
escalating. The motor is removable meaning cleaning is easy and you 
can turn your Ridge Rider in to a non-vibrating finger vibe. Waterproof  
for bath and shower play. Rechargeable meaning no batteries!

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.1 x 4.3 inches (130mm x 110mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.5 inches (50mm)

SKU: PRR001 Ridge Rider[+] Black | CASE COUNT: 20 
SKU: PRR002 Ridge Rider[+] Purple | CASE COUNT: 20

6 stimulation modes

Increased power

100% body safe silicone

Phthalate free

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

RIDGE RIDER[+]

AVAILABLE COLOURS
SKU: PGPS001 G-Play[+] S Black | SKU: PGPS002 G-Play[+] S Purple | CASE COUNT: 50

The G-Play [+] range is truly versatile for a variety of  uses. Available in 
three sizes separately or as a ‘Trio’ set in black or mixed colour. Each 
size boasts 6 different vibrating functions, slow, medium, fast, slow 
pulse, fast pulse and escalating. G-Play [+] is made from high quality 
silicone and has a removable motor. This makes cleaning super easy 
or if  you want to use the sleeve as a non-vibrating finger vibe you can! 
G-Play [+] is waterproof  and rechargeable too.

SHAFT HEIGHT (insertable)
SMALL: 2.3 inches (60mm) 
MEDIUM: 2.7 inches (70mm)
LARGE: 3.1 inches (80mm) 

SHAFT DIAMETER (widest point ) 
SMALL: 1.1 inches (30mm) 
MEDIUM: 1.3 inches (35mm) 
LARGE: 1.5 inches (40mm)

G-PLAY [+]

6 stimulation modes

Increased power

100% body safe silicone

Phthalate free

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

SKU: PGPS003 G-Play[+] S Red | CASE COUNT: 50

SKU: PGPM001 G-Play[+] M Black | SKU: PGPM002 G-Play[+] M Purple | CASE COUNT: 29
SKU: PGPM003 G-Play[+] M Red | SKU: PGPM004 G-Play[+] M Pink | CASE COUNT: 29

SKU: PGPL001 G-Play[+] L Black | SKU: PGPL002 G-Play[+] L Purple | CASE COUNT: 29
SKU: PGPL003 G-Play[+] L Red | SKU: PGPL004 G-Play[+] L Pink | CASE COUNT: 29

AVAILABLE COLOURS

SKU: PGPT002 G-Play[+] Trio Black  | CASE COUNT: 24

SKU: PGPT001 G-Play[+] Trio Colours | CASE COUNT: 24



SKU: GBC Glide Black | Case count: 48 

GLIDE
With its small design, the shaft of  the Nexus Glide slides easily inside 
the anus to massage the prostate internally whilst the stainless steel 
ball rolls comfortably along the perineum, massaging the prostate. 
This external stimulation has been described by some users as similar 
to someone licking along their perineum.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
3.9 x 5.5 inches (100mm x 140mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.4 inches (38mm) at widest point

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

For male use

AVAILABLE COLOURS

100% body safe silicone

Anatomically contoured

As the first toy in the Nexus range, the Nexus Excel was one of  the 
first male anal toys that wasn’t either a butt plug or a dildo. The 
Nexus Excel is perfect for everyone who wants to enjoy anal play and 
prostate massage either as a solo act or with a partner. This is one of  
the bigger toys in the Nexus family of  male G-Spot stimulators, making 
it more suitable for advance users. Once inserted, you control the 
enjoyment by contracting your anal muscles and the stainless steel 
ball bearing on the Nexus Excel adds extra sensation by massaging 
the prostate externally through the perineum.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.5 x 5.1 inches (140mm x 130mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.8 inches (46mm)

SKU: EBC Excel Black | Case count: 48

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

For male use

EXCEL

AVAILABLE COLOUR

100% body safe silicone

Anatomically contoured



The Nexus Titus has a ribbed shaft and pebble-shaped head. This toy 
is specifically designed to press more firmly on the prostate whilst the 
ribbed shaft stimulates the entire anal canal to give stronger and more 
prolonged orgasms.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
3.9 x 5.7 inches (100mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.5 inches (90mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.4 inches (38mm) at widest point

SKU: TPC Titus Purple | Case count: 48

TITUS

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

For male use

AVAILABLE COLOUR

100% body safe silicone

Anatomically contoured

With an increased length, wider girth, and specially tailored head, the 
Nexus Neo fits snugly against the prostate. The angle of  entry has also 
been altered to allow the rollerball to really work against the perineum, 
thus ensuring that the user receives optimum pleasure from the toy.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
 5.5 x 5.7 inches (140mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.4 inches (38mm) at widest point

SKU: NBC Neo Black | Case count: 48
SKU: NPC Neo Purple | Case count: 48

NEO

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

For male use

AVAILABLE COLOUR

100% body safe silicone

Anatomically contoured



Add vibration to your prostate massage with Nexus Vibro. Powered 
by a removable stainless steel multi speed bullet, the vibration travels 
through the shaft to the tip ensuring anal and prostate pleasure.
 
The ridges on the shaft add to the stimulation as does the stainless 
steel roller ball at the base designed to stimulate the perineum.
 
Use the toy with or without the bullet or enjoy the bullet on its own. The 
bullet is also waterproof  so take to the bath or shower.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
3.9 x 5.7 inches (100mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.5 inches (90mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.4 inches (38mm) at widest point

SKU: V001U Vibro Black | Case count: 48

VIBRO

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

5 stimulation modes

AVAILABLE COLOUR

100% body safe silicone

Anatomically contoured

USB rechargeable

Enhance your prostate massage experience with Ultra Si. The dual 
prostate and perineum massager is designed to fit comfortably within 
the male form.  The shaft is shaped to massage the prostate internally 
whilst the stainless steel rollerball gently rolls against the perineum, 
delivering a licking sensation you’ll love. Ultra Si, combines the 
effective shape of  Nexus Neo, the firmness of  polypropylene and the 
cushion of  luxurious silicone.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.5 x 4.7 inches (140mm x 120mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
4.7 inches (120mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: USI Ultra Si Black | Case count: 36

ULTRA Si

Phthalate freeWaterproof  / submersible

Dual density silicone and 
polypropylene

100% body safe silicone

Anatomically contoured

AVAILABLE COLOUR



SKU: NO001 O Black | Case count: 29 
SKU: NO002 O Purple | Case count: 29

O
The Nexus O is a hands-free toy made of  phthalate-free, super soft 
silicone for added comfort and flexibility. The O has a three ball design 
that works to stimulate internally and externally. Once inserted, the 
user ‘rocks’ back and forth on the toy, allowing for complete control, 
which combined with the hands-free aspect ensures that the O has 
something for everyone. 

The O is designed for men who want to experiment with prostate 
orgasms but its unique design means that the toy can be also used by 
women who wish to try something different.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
3.9 x 3.5 inches (100mm x 90mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
7.8 inches (200mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (35mm)

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

100% body safe silicone

AVAILABLE COLOURS

This unisex toy is designed so that users can ‘gyrate’ their way to 
a G-spot orgasms, this toy can be enjoyed solo or with a partner. It 
enhances the strength of  traditional orgasms whilst masturbating or 
during intercourse and it can also be used during foreplay.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.9 x 2.7 inches (150mm x 70mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.9 inches (50mm)

SKU: GY001 Gyro Black | CASE COUNT: 10 

GYRO

AVAILABLE COLOURS

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable



This unisex toy can be used vaginally or anally for hands free action - 
simply sit and gyrate. The base also lends itself  well to manual control 
and can also be used anally during vaginal intercourse. There are two 
motors, one in the shaft and one in the base, both have 6 stimulation 
settings and can be used together or independently.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.9 x 2.7 inches (150mm x 70mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.9 inches (50mm)

SKU: GYV01 Gyro Black | CASE COUNT: 10 

GYRO VIBE

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

100% body safe silicone6 vibration modes

USB rechargeable

This unisex toy is for those that like their toys BIG.  This toy can be used 
vaginally or anally and is shaped perfecty for G or P spot stimulation.  
The pivot base means it can be used hands free - simply sit and gyrate. 
There are 2 motors, one in the shaft and one in the base, both have 6 
stimulation settings and can be used together or independently. 

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
5.9 x 2.7 inches (150mm x 70mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.9 inches (100mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.9 inches (50mm)

SKU: GYV02 Gyro Vibe Extreme Black | CASE COUNT: 20 

GYRO VIBE EXTREME

AVAILABLE COLOURS

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

100% body safe silicone



The firm yet flexible cock and ball ring keeps you harder and going for 
longer. Six strong vibrating modes deliver sensations to the wearer or 
partner dependent on how it’s worn.  

TOTAL HEIGHT X WIDTH
4.02 x 2.44  Inches  (102mm x 62mm)

INSIDE DIAMETER OF LARGE RING
1.65 Inches (42mm)

INSIDE DIAMETER OF SMALL RING
1.30 Inches (33mm)

6 vibration modes

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

SKU: ENH001 Enhance | Case count: 24 

Forge adjustable vibrating cock rings allow users to cusomise their 
fit with the ‘slide to fit’ adjustable toggle. The slim quality silicone 
is effective yet gives a ‘barley there’ comfortable feel. The 6 speed 
vibrator can be positioned above the penis to stimulate a partner or 
below the testicles for perineum stimulation of  the user. 

LENGTH FROM BASE OF THE VIBE
5.9 inches (150mm)

TAIL DIAMETER
0.196 inches (5mm)

VIBRATOR WIDTH
2.28 inches (58mm)

VIBRATOR DEPTH
1.18 inches (30mm)

ADJUSTABLE TOGGLE WIDTH
0.75 inches (19mm)

SKU: FCR001 Vibrating Cock Ring | CASE COUNT: ?

6 vibration modes

USB rechargeable

AVAILABLE COLOUR

VIBRATING COCK RING

100% body safe silicone

Splashproof  to IPX6 standards



Forge non vibrating cock rings allow users to customise their fit with 
the ‘slid to fit’ adjustable toggles.

The slim quality silicone is effective yet gives a ‘barley there’ 
comfortable feel.

SKU: FCR002 Cock and Ball Ring | CASE COUNT: 100

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

Waterproof  / submersible

COCK RING TOTAL LENGTH
11.80 inches (300mm)

COCK RING DIAMETER
0.196 inches (5mm)

ADJUSTABLE TOGGLE WIDTH
0.75 inches (19mm)

COCK AND BALL RING TOTAL LENGTH
15.75 inches (400mm)

COCK AND BALL RING DIAMETER
0.196 inches (5mm)

ADJUSTABLE TOGGLE WIDTH
0.75 inches (19mm)

COCK RING COCK AND BALL  RING

SKU: FCR001 Cock Ring | CASE COUNT: 120

Eclipse is a masturbator designed to focus on the most sensitive part 
of  the penis – the tip! Combining stroker technology and vibration, 
pleasure fits securely in the palm of  your hand. Waterproof  too so 
clean up is easy or take to the bath or shower.

TOTAL HEIGHT X BASE WIDTH
4.7 x 7.87 inches (120mm x 200mm)

SHAFT INSERTABLE LENGTH
3.86 inches (98mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER
1.3 inches (34mm) at widest point

SKU: ECL01 Eclipse | Case count: 24 

Phthalate free

100% body safe silicone

USB rechargeable

Waterproof  / submersible

AVAILABLE COLOUR

24 combinations of  pleasure24



This set of  3 quality anal plugs of  various sizes is great to use as a 
trainer/ warm up kit or simply enjoy your favoured size.   Made from 
100% silky smooth silicone, these plugs are shaped perfectly for a 
comfortable fit. The shaft is flexible and has small ridges to stimulate 
the nerve endings where you are most sensitive and the base is 
slim so it fits comfortably in your underwear should you like to wear 
your plugs. Being made from non- porous, hypo-allergenic silicone, 
these plugs are  easily cleaned, making them the perfect set for anal 
adventures.

TOTAL HEIGHT 
SMALL: 3.9 inches (100mm)
MEDIUM: 4.7 inches (120mm)
LARGE: 5.5 inches (140mm)

BASE WIDTH
SMALL: 1.1 inches (30mm)
MEDIUM: 1.5 inches (40mm)
LARGE: 1.9 inches (50mm)

SKU: BPT001 Butt Plug Trio Black | CASE COUNT: 10

Ridged shaft

Flexible shaft

Multiple sizes

BUTT PLUG TRIO

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

100% body safe silicone

AVAILABLE COLOUR

Expand your horizons with this premium anal starter kit. Perfect for 
those who want to start small and work their way up! The kit features 
three different sizes: small, medium and large. Each solid plug is 
made from the highest grade silicone and is hand finished to achieve 
a velvet soft finish for easy insertion and comfort.

SHAFT HEIGHT (insertable)
SMALL: 2.3 inches (60mm) 
MEDIUM: 2.7 inches (70mm)
LARGE: 3.1 inches (80mm) 

SHAFT DIAMETER (widest point ) 
SMALL: 1.1 inches (30mm) 
MEDIUM: 1.3 inches (35mm) 
LARGE: 1.5 inches (40mm)

SKU: AS001 Anal Starter Kit Black | CASE COUNT: 36

ANAL STARTER KIT

Phthalate free

Waterproof  / submersible

100% body safe silicone

AVAILABLE COLOUR



This anal beginner’s kit  contains all the toys you need to start your 
anal adventure.  Prepare with the anal douche and start small with the 
firm yet flexible silicone butt plug and anal beads. Chosen specially 
for those new to anal play.

ANAL BEGINNER’S
KIT 

SKU: ABK001 Anal starter kit | CASE COUNT: 22

Nexus Anal Douche set is the ultimate, intimate cleansing kit.  

Choose from two firm yet flexible tips, classic and prostate.  

260ml. 

ANAL DOUCHE SET

Anal Douche Set SKU NA011  | CASE COUNT: 22



Nexus Douche Pro is an essential tool for fans of  anal play. It 
works by cleansing the anus with water before penetration, whilst 
simultaneously stimulating the prostate. Featuring a 330ml squeeze 
bulb and removable curved nozzle.

Nexus Douche is created from high quality rubber and ABS plastic, 
the Nexus Douche provides a safe and effective way to keep anal sex 
lovers clean and ready for exploring. One step insertion and maximum 
cleansing makes this a sleek looking, easy-to-use unit.

Enduro [+] for bigger, harder erections. This thick cock ring will give 
you extra support when you need it most by restricting blood flow 
back into the penis. Made from superior quality silicone it won’t tear 
or break whilst delivering optimum comfort.

Enduro is crafted from super stretchy silicone, this phthalate-free 
cock ring is one size fits all and the perfect accompaniment to intimate 
play with a partner.

ACCESSORIES

Enduro
Cock ring
Super stretchy
100% body safe

Douche
Rubber anal douche
Removable nozzle
244ml capacity

Douche Pro
One step insertion
Effective 360 cleansing tip
330ml capacity

Enduro [+]
Thick cock ring
Extra support
100% body safe

SKU: NA001 Douche | CASE COUNT: 22
SKU: NA007 Enduro [+] | CASE COUNT: 100
SKU: NA002 Enduro | CASE COUNT: 100

SKU: NA006 Douche Pro | CASE COUNT: 22

eXcite Anal Beads are made from silky smooth silicone and are 
available in two sizes, they are perfect for beginners and those who 
are slightly further more experienced. Pop them in and pull them out 
at the point of  climax for amazing sensations you’ll love! The ring 
at the base makes withdrawal easy to ensure that your playtime is 
enhanced to the max.

BEAD DIAMETER (widest point ) 
SMALL: 0.79 inches (20mm) 

MEDIUM: 0.98 inches (25mm) 

LARGE: 1.19 inches (30mm)

ACCESSORIES

SKU: NA006 eXcite S | CASE COUNT: 120
SKU: NA009 eXcite M | CASE COUNT: 120
SKU: NA010 eXcite M | CASE COUNT: 120



Slide into satisfaction with this super slick water based lubricant from 
Nexus. Designed to be long lasting and durable it allows for extended 
pleasure during sexual activity whilst also giving a natural feel close 
to nature’s own lubrication.

Wash is a fragrance free toy cleaner which is safe to use on all 
nexus toys, Nexus  Wash is an active blend of  natural antibacterial 
ingredients suitable for sensitive skins. Easy to use, simply spray onto 
the toy and wipe off  using a dry cloth.

Anal Relax Gel enhance your anal adventrures with this thick, cooling 
anal gel formulated from a combination of  vegan friendly ingredients. 

Natural extracts will nourish and compliment your skin whilst the 
simultaneously making anal play more enjoyable. 

ACCESSORIES

Wash
Antibacterial toy cleaner
Safe for use with all 
materials
Odourless
150ml

Slide
Anal lubricant
Water Based
Odourless
150ml

SKU: NA003 Slide | CASE COUNT: 40
SKU: NA004 Wash | CASE COUNT: 40

Anal relax gel
Anal lubricant
Water Based
Odourless
150ml

SKU: NA012 Slide | CASE COUNT: 54

The result of  an exciting collaboration between two innovative 
British brands, the Doxy Attachments have been created by Nexus 
to enhance the powerful vibrations of  the Doxy No.3 wand massager. 
First up we have the prostate attachment which utilises the shape 
of  the bestselling Nexus Revo to deliver toe curling dual stimulation 
straight to the p-spot and perineum. Next, the masturbator sleeve 
harnesses the deep vibrations of  the Doxy No.3 wand to create 
thrilling sensations which can be enjoyed alone or with a partner. The 
attachments work by screwing onto the head of  the Doxy No.3 wand - 
simply unscrew the black massager head and then twist the selected 
attachment into place. The thread locks the units together to ensure 
that the attachment is firmly fixed and ready for action!

MALE ATTACHMENTS

MASTURBATOR SLEEVE
SLEEVE LENGTH: 
4.7 inches (120mm)

SLEEVE DIAMETER 
(UN-STRETCHED): 
2.3 inches (40mm)

PROSTATE ATTACHMENT
SHAFT LENGTH: 
4 inches (101mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER:
(WIDEST POINT) 
4 inches (101mm)

FOR USE WITH DOXY NUMBER 3 MASSAGERSKU: DXNX001 Masturbator | CASE COUNT: 20
SKU: DXNX003 Prostate | CASE COUNT: 20

AVAILABLE COLOUR



The result of  an exciting collaboration between two innovative Brit-
ish brands, the Doxy Attachments have been created by Nexus to 
enhance the powerful vibrations of  the Doxy No.3 wand massager. 
First up we have the rabbit attachment which is perfectly shaped to 
stimulate both the G-spot and the clitoris and guarantees explosive 
orgasms. Next, the clitoral stimulator attachment features a unique 
shape and a wing which flutters to deliver sensations you’ll love. The 
attachments work by screwing onto the head of  the Doxy No.3 wand - 
simply unscrew the black massager head and then twist the selected 
attachment into place. The thread locks the units together to ensure 
that the attachment is firmly fixed and ready for action! 

FEMALE ATTACHMENTS

RABBIT ATTACHMENT
SHAFT LENGTH: 
5.5 inches (140mm)

SLEEVE DIAMETER:
(WIDEST POINT) 
1.5 inches (40mm)

CLITORAL STIMULATOR 
6 inches (66mm)

SHAFT DIAMETER:
(WIDEST POINT excluding wing) 
1.2 inches (31mm)

FOR USE WITH DOXY NUMBER 3 MASSAGERSKU: DXNX004 Rabbit | CASE COUNT: 20
SKU: DXNX002 Clitoral | CASE COUNT: 20

AVAILABLE COLOUR

WARRANTY

1
YEAR

All NEXUS toys come with a 1 year manufactures warrenty
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